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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the existence and multiplicity of positive radial
solutions for elliptic systems of the form
(P)
(D)
(T )
2u+*k1( |x| ) f (u, v)=0
2v++k2( |x| ) g(u, v)=0 in 0
u=0=v on 0,
u=0=v on |x|=R1 ,
u=bu>0, v=bv>0 on |x|=R2 ,
where 0=[x # Rn : R1<|x|<R2], R1 , R2>0, n3. Let R+=[0, ),
R+0 =(0, ). Throughout this paper, we assume (*, +) # R
2
+ "[(0, 0)]
without further mention and also assume ki # C([R1 , R2], R+), not
vanishing identically on any subinterval of [R1 , R2] and f, g # C(R2+ , R
+).
For one dimensional single equations, problem (P) has been studied by
several authors. Among them, one may refer, with references therein, to Lin
[7], Erbe, et al. [4], and Lan and Webb [6]. For systems, the problem
has been recently studied by Dunninger and Wang [2, 3].
In particular, Dunninger and Wang [3] considered problem (P), (D) for
the case f (0, 0)>0, g(0, 0)>0. Assuming
(H1) f and g are nondecreasing on R2+ ,
i.e., f (u1 , v1) f (u2 , v2) and g(u1 , v1)g(u2 , v2) whenever (u1 , v1)(u2 , v2),
where the inequality on R2+ can be understood componentwise,
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(H2) f =
q lim (u, v)  
f (u, v)
u+v =, g =
q lim(u, v)  
g(u, v)
u+v =,
they proved for the case *=+ that there exists **>0 such that problem
(P), (D) has at least two, at least one, or no positive radial solutions
according to 0<*<**, *=**, or *>**. They also considered the same
problem for the case f (0, 0)=0, g(0, 0)=0 in [2]. Among other results,
they proved under assumptions, f0=0= g0 and f== g that problem
(P), (D) has at least one positive radial solution for all *, +>0, where
f0=lim(u, v)  0
f (u, v)
u+v , g0=lim (u, v)  0
g(u, v)
u+v . Therefore, it seems to be interest-
ing to consider the multiplicity when the problem has a multiparameter in
the first case, and also when the problem has a perturbed boundary condi-
tion (T) in the second case. In the present work, we prove the followings:
for the case f (0, 0)>0, g(0, 0)>0, assuming (H1) and (H2), we prove that
there exists a continuous curve 1 splitting R2+ "[(0, 0)] into two disjoint
subsets O1 and O2 such that problem (P), (D) has at least two, at least one,
or no positive radial solutions according to (*, +) in O1 , 1, or O2 , respec-
tively. On the other hand, for the case f (0, 0)=0, g(0, 0)=0, assuming
ki>0, (H2) and
(H $1) f and g are increasing on R2+ ,
we prove that there exists a continuous curve 1 splitting R2+"[(0, 0)] into
two disjoint subsets O1 and O2 and there exists a subset O/O1 such that
problem (P), (T ) has at least two, at least one, or no positive radial
solutions according to (*, +) in O, (O1"O) _ 1, or O2 , respectively.
Proofs of our theorems are mainly based on the upper and lower solu-
tions argument and the fixed point index theory in the frame of the o.d.e.
technique. Since we are interested in the radial solutions, applying con-
secutive change of variables, r=|x|, s=&R2r t
1&n dt, and t= m&sm with
m=&R2R1 t
1&n dt, we can transform problem (P), (D), (T) into systems of
second order o.d.e.’s
u"(t)+*h1(t) f (u(t), v(t))=0
v"(t)++h2(t) g(u(t), v(t))=0, 0<t<1
u(0)=u(1)=v(0)=v(1)=0,
u(0)=0, u(1)=bu , v(0)=0, v(1)=bv ,
where hi can be given as
hi (t)=m2[r(m(1&t))]2(n&1) ki (r(m(1&t))), i=1, 2.
We know that the existence of positive solutions for the above systems of
o.d.e.’s gurantees the existence of positive radial solutions for (P), (D) or
(P), (T). We notice that hi # C([0, 1], R+). The paper is organized as
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follows: in Section 2, we introduce a well known theorem of upper and
lower solutions method for systems. In Section 3, we prove the existence
and multiplicity results for the case f (0, 0)>0, g(0, 0)>0; and in Section 4,
we prove the existence and multiplicity results for the case f (0, 0)=0,
g(0, 0)=0.
2. UPPER AND LOWER SOLUTIONS METHOD
Let us consider
(S1)
u"(t)+F(t, u(t), v(t))=0
v"(t)+G(t, u(t), v(t))=0, 0<t<1
u(0)=A, u(1)=B, v(0)=C, v(1)=D,
where F, G: D  R is a continuous function and D/[0, 1]_R2.
Definition 2.1. For :u , :v # C2([0, 1], R), we say (:u , :v) is a lower
solution of (S1) if (t, :u(t), :v(t)) # D for all t # (0, 1) and
:"u (t)+F(t, :u(t), :v(t))0
:"v (t)+G(t, :u(t), :v(t))0, t # (0, 1)
:u(0)A, :u(1)B,
:v(0)C, :v(1)D.
We also define an upper solution (;u , ;v) # C 2[0, 1]_C2[0, 1] if it satisfies
the reverse of the above inequalities.
Definition 2.2. For a function F : D  R, we say F(t, u, v) is quasi-
monotone nondecreasing with respect to v (or u) if for fixed t,
F(t, u, v1)F(t, u, v2) whenever v1v2
(or F(t, u1 , v)F(t, u2 , v) whenever u1u2).
Let D;:=[(t, u, v) # [0, 1]_R
2 : :u(t)u;u(t), :v(t)v;v(t)]. We
give a fundamental theorem of upper and lower solutions method.
Theorem 2.1 [1]. Let (:u , :v) and (;u , ;v) be a lower solution and an
upper solution of (S1) respectively such that
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(a1) (:u(t), :v(t))(;u(t), ;v(t)) for all t # [0, 1]
(a2) D:;/D.
(a3) F(t, u, v) is quasi-monotone nondecreasing with respest to v and
G(t, u, v) is quasi-monotone nondecreasing with respect to u.
Then problem (S1) has at least one solution (u, v) such that
(:u(t), :v(t))(u(t), v(t))(;u(t), ;v(t)), for all t # [0, 1].
3. f (0, 0)>0, g(0, 0)>0 CASE
In this section, we prove the existence and multiplicity of positive solutions
for problem (SD),
(SD)
u"(t)+*h1(t) f (u(t), v(t))=0
v"(t)++h2(t) g(u(t), v(t))=0, 0<t<1
u(0)=u(1)=v(0)=v(1)=0.
Throughout this section, we assume that hi # C([0, 1], R+), i=1, 2 do not
vanish identically on any subinterval of [0, 1] and f, g # C(R2+ , R
+
0 ) so
that f (0, 0)>0 and g(0, 0)>0.
The following is the existence theorem for problem (SD).
Theorem 3.1. Assume
(Q) f (u, v) is quasi-monotone nondecreasing with respect to v and
g(u, v) is quasi-monotone nondecreasing with respect to u.
(H2) f== g .
Then there exists a continuous curve 1 separating R2+"[(0, 0)] into two
disjoint subsets O1 and O2 such that problem (SD) has at least one positive
solution for (*, +) # O1 _ 1 and no solution for (*, +) # O2 .
We set up an operator equation for fixed point arguments. Define
A*(u, v)(t) =
q * |
1
0
K(s, t) h1(s) f (u(s), v(s)) ds
B+(u, v)(t) =
q + |
1
0
K(s, t) h2(s) g(u(s), v(s)) ds,
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where K(t, s) is the Green’s function explicitly written as
K(t, s)={s(1&t)t(1&s)
for 0st
for ts1.
Also define
T*, +(u, v)(t)=
q (A*(u, v)(t), B+(u, v)(t)).
Then T*, + : X =
q C([0, 1], R)_C([0, 1], R)  X is well-defined on X, where
X is the usual Banach space with the norm &(u, v)&=&u&+&v& and
problem (SD) is equivalent to
(u, v)=T*, +(u, v) on X.
Let P and K be defined respectively by
P=[(u, v) # X : u, v0]
K=[(u, v) # P : min
14t34
(u(t)+v(t)) 14 &(u, v)&].
Then P and K are cones in X. It is known ([2], [3]) that T*, + is
completely continuous on X and T*, +(P)/K. We need some lemmas to
prove Theorem 2. The following lemma is an a priori estimate for solutions
of problem (SD).
Lemma 3.1. Assume (H2). Let R be a compact subset of R2+"[(0, 0)].
Then there exists a constant bR>0 such that for all (*, +) # R and all
possible positive solutions (u, v) of (SD) at (*, +), one has
&(u, v)&<bR .
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there is a sequence (un , vn) of
positive solutions of (SD) at (*n , +n) such that (*n , +n) # R for all n and
&(un , vn)&  .
Then (un , vn) # K and thus
(1) min
14t34
(un(t)+vn(t)) 14 (&un&+&vn&).
First, we assume either *n , +n>0 or +n=0, *n>0 for sufficiently large n.
Then from (H2) we may choose Rf>0 such that
(2) f (u, v)’(u+v), for all u+vRf ,
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where ’ satisfies
*n m’
4 |
34
14
h1(s) ds>1, for all n
and m=min[K(t, s) : (t, s) # [ 14 ,
3
4]_[
1
4 ,
3
4]]. Thus for t # [
1
4 ,
3
4], using (1)
and (2), we have
&un &un(t)=*n |
1
0
K(t, s) h1(s) f (un(s), vn(s)) ds
*n |
34
14
K(t, s) h1(s) f (un(s), vn(s)) ds
*nm |
34
14
h1(s) f (un(s), vn(s)) ds
*nm’ |
34
14
h1(s)(un(s)+vn(s)) ds

*nm’
4 |
34
14
h1(s)(&un&+&vn&) ds
>&un &+&vn&&un & ,
for sufficiently large n. This is a contradiction. Proof of the case *n=0,
+n>0 for sufficiently large n can be done similarly by using g=.
Lemma 3.2. Assume (Q) and let (SD) have a positive solution at (* , + ).
Then the problem also has a positive solution at (*, +) for all (*, +)(* , + ).
Proof. Let (u , v ) be a positive solution of (SD) at (* , + ), and let
(*, +) # R2+"[(0, 0)] with (*, +)(* , + ). Then (u , v ) is an upper solution
and (0, 0) is a lower solution (SD) at (*, +), respectively. Since (u , v ){
(0, 0), (u , v )(0, 0) and (0, 0) is not a solution of (SD) at (*, +), Theorem
2.1 implies that (SD) has a positive solution at (*, +).
Lemma 3.3. Assume (Q). Then there exists (*
*
, +
*
)>(0, 0) such that
(SD) has a positive solution for all (*, +)(**, +*).
Proof. Let ;i (t)=10 K(t, s) hi (s) ds be the unique solution of
u"(t)+hi (t)=0
u(0)=0=u(1).
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Let Mf=maxt # [0, 1] f (;1(t), ;2(t)) and Mg=maxt # [0, 1] g(;1(t), ;2(t)).
Then Mf and Mg>0 and at (** , +*)=(1Mf , 1Mg ), we get
;"1 (t)+**h1(t) f (;1(t), ;2(t))=h1(t)[** f (;1(t), ;2(t))&1]0
;"2(t)++*h2(t) g(;1(t), ;2(t))=h2(t)[+* g(;1(t), ;2(t))&1]0.
This shows that (;1 , ;2) is an upper solution of (SD) at (**, +*). On the
other hand, (0, 0) is obviously a lower solution and (0, 0)(;1 , ;2). Thus
by Theorem 2.1, (SD) has a positive solution at (**, +*), and by Lemma 3.2
we complete the proof.
Define S=[(*, +) # R2+"[(0, 0)] : (SD) has a positive solution at (*, +)];
then by Lemma 3.3, S{< and it is easy to see that (S, ) is a partially
ordered set.
Lemma 3.4. Assume (Q) and (H2). Then (S, ) is bounded above.
Proof. Let .i , i=1, 2, be unique solutions of the problem
u"(t)+t(1&t) hi (t)=0, 0<t<1
u(0)=0=u(1).
Then .i can be given as
.i (t)=(1&t) |
t
0
s2(1&s) h i (s) ds+t |
1
t
s(1&s)2 hi (s) ds
and satisfy
(3) ci .i (t)t(1&t)di .i (t), for all t # [0, 1],
for some ci , d i>0, i=1, 2. The conditions f, g>0 and (H2) imply that
there exist mf , mg>0 such that
(4) f (u, v)mf (u+v), g(u, v)mg(u+v), for all u, v0.
Let (*, +) # S and (u, v) be a positive solution of (SD) at (*, +). Then by
(3) and (4), we get the following inequalities.
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mf * |
1
0
s(1&s) h1(s) u(s) dsmf d1* |
1
0
.1(s) h1(s)(u(s)+v(s)) ds
d1* |
1
0
.1(s) h1(s) f (u(s), v(s)) ds
=&d1 |
1
0
.1(s) u"(s) ds=&d1 |
1
0
.1"(s) u(s) ds
=d1 |
1
0
s(1&s) h1(s) u(s) ds.
Since 0<10 s(1&s) q1(s) u(s) ds<, *d1 mf . Similarly, we can get +
d2 mg . Therefore S is bounded above by (d1 mf , d2 mg ), and the proof is
done.
We denote d1 mf =*u and d2 mg =+u .
Lemma 3.5. Assume (Q) and (H2). Then every chain in S has a unique
supremum in S.
Proof. Let C be a chain in S. Since S is a partially ordered set, it is
enough to show that C has an upper bound in S. Without loss of
generality, we may choose a distinct sequence [(*n , +n)]/C such that
(*n , +n)(*n+1 , +n+1), n=1, 2, ... . By Lemma 3.4, two sequences [(*n)]
and [(+n)] converge to, say, *C and +C , respectively. If (*C , +C) # S, then
the proof is done. Since the sequence [(*n , +n)] is bounded above, we may
assume that the sequence belongs to a compact rectangle in R2+"[(0, 0)]
and Lemma 3.1 implies that the corresponding solutions [(un , vn)] are
uniformly bounded in X. By the compactness of the integral operators A*
and B+ , the sequence [(un , vn)] has a subsequence converging to, say,
(uC , vC) # X. We can easily show, by the Lebesgue convergence theorem,
that (uC , vC) is a solution of (SD) at (*C , +C). Thus (*C , +C) # S and this
completes the proof.
Lemma 3.6. Assume (Q) and (H2). Then there exists s* # [+*, +u] suchthat (SD) has a positive solution at (0, s) for all 0<ss*, and no solution
at (0, s) for all s>s*. Similarly, there exists r* # [*
*
, *u] such that (SD)
has a positive solution at (r, 0) for all 0<rr*, and no solution at (r, 0) for
all r>r*.
Proof. We know by Lemma 3.3 that (SD) has a positive solution at
(0, s) for all 0<s+
*
. Thus [(0, s) : s>0] & S is a nonempty chain in S
and by Lemma 3.5, it has a unique supremum of the form (0, s*) in S. The
proof of the second part is similar.
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We now prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first construct the curve 1 on R2+"[(0, 0)].
Define
Lt=[(r, s) # R2+"[(0, 0)] : s=r&t], t # R.
At t=&s*, we know by Lemma 3.6, (0, s*) # L&s* & S. Thus L&s* & S is
a nonempty chain in S and Lemma 3.5 implies that the chain has a unique
supremum. We show sup (L&s* & S)=(0, s*). Indeed, otherwise, we may
choose (r~ , s~ )({(0, s*)) # L&s* such that (0, s*)<(r~ , s~ ) and (SD) has a solu-
tion at (r~ , s~ ). Thus by Lemma 3.2, (SD) has a solution at (0, s~ ) and this
contradicts to Lemma 3.6. Similarly, we get sup (Lr* & S)=(r*, 0).
For &s*<t<r*, we know by Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.5, and Lemma 3.6
that Lt & S is a nonempty chain in S and thus the chain also has a unique
supremum.
We notice that Lt & S=<, for t<&s* or t>r*. Now for t #
[&s*, r*], let us define
1(t)=sup(Lt & S).
Then 1 : [&s*, r*]  R2+"[(0, 0)] is well-defined and 1(&s*)=(0, s*)
and 1(r*)=(r*, 0). Now we prove that 1 is continuous on [&s*, r*].
Suppose that 1 is not continuous at some t0 # (&s*, r*). Then we may
choose =0>0 satisfying that there exists Lt~ crossing (=0 - 2)-ball such that
|t~ &t0 |<=0 and |1(t~ )&1(t0)|>=0 . This implies either 1(t~ )>1(t0) or
1(t0)>1(t~ ) and both contradict the definition of 1(t0) and 1(t~ ), respec-
tively. Proofs for the case at t0=&s* or r* are similar.
Consequently, the curve 1 separates R2+"[(0, 0)] into two disjoint sub-
sets O1 and O2 , where O1 is bounded and O2 is unbounded. It is obvious that
(SD) has a positive solution at 1(t) for all t # [&s*, r*]. If (*, +) # O1 and
so if (*, +) # Lt0 , then t0 # [&s*, r*] and (*, +)<1(t0). Thus by Lemma 3.2,
(*, +) # S. On the other hand, if (*, +) # O2 and if (*, +) # Lt0 , then either
1(t0) is not defined when t0  [&s*, r*] or (*, +)>1(t0) when t0 #
[&s*, r*]. We get (*, +)  S for both cases and the proof is done.
Remark. (1) The proof of Lemma 3.5 and Zorn’s Lemma indicate that
S has a maximal element. Obviously, it lies on the curve 1, but we have
no idea whether it is unique or not.
(2) For the one dimensional case, condition (H$1) is redundant and
we have a neat result for the existence. Assume that
(C1) h # C([0, 1], R+) does not vanish identically on any subinterval
of [0, 1].
(C2) f # C(R+, R+0 ) satisfies limu  
f (u)
u =.
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Then there exists **>0 such that the problem
u"(t)+*h(t) f (u(t))=0
u(0)=0=u(1)
has at least one positive solution for 0<*** and no solution for *>**.
Now, we show the existence of the second positive solution for
(*, +) # O1 . Let (*, +) # O1 , then we may choose t0 # [&s*, r*] such that
(*, +) # Lt0 . We know by Theorem 3.1 that (SD) has a positive solution at
1(t0), so let (u*, v*) be the solution at 1(t0) and let us denote 1(t0)=
(**, +*). Then obviously (*, +)<(**, +*) and we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Let (*, +) # O1 . Then there exists =0>0 such that (u*+=,
v*+=) is an upper solution of (SD) at (*, +), for all 0<==0 .
Proof. Let M be a constant such that
f (u*(t), v*(t))M>0, g(u*(t), v*(t))M>0, for all t # [0, 1].
Then by the uniform continuity of f and g on a compact set, there exists
=0>0 such that
| f (u*(t)+=, v*(t)+=)& f (u*(t), v*(t))|<
M(**&*)
*
,
| g(u*(t)+=, v*(t)+=)& g(u*(t), v*(t))|<
M(+*&+)
+
,
for all t # [0, 1] and 0<==0 . Let u*= (t)=u*(t)+= and v*= (t)=v*(t)+=,
then u*= (0), u*= (1), v*= (0), v*= (1)>0 and
u=*"(t)+*h1(t) f (u=*(t), v=*(t))=u*"(t)+*h1(t) f (u*(t)+=, v*(t)+=)
=&**h1(t) f (u*(t), v*(t))+*h1(t) f (u*(t)+=, v*(t)+=)
=*h1(t)[ f (u*(t)+=, v*(t)+=)& f (u*(t), v*(t))]
&(**&*) h1(t) f (u*(t), v*(t))
<M(**&*) h1(t)&(**&*) h1(t) f (u*(t), v*(t))
=(**&*) h1(t)[M& f (u*(t), v*(t))]0,
for all t # [0, 1]. The inequalities for v*= can be shown similarly and the
proof is done.
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We notice that for 0<==0 , (u*= , v*= ) satisfies
u=*(t)>* |
1
0
K(t, s) h1(s) f (u=*(s), v=*(s)) ds
v=*(t)>+ |
1
0
K(t, s) h2(s) g(u=*(s), v=*(s)) ds.
We need the following lemmas for fixed point index argument. One may
refer to Guo and Lakshmikantham [5] for proofs and further discussion
of the fixed point index.
Lemma A. Let X be a Banach space, K a cone in X and 0 bounded open
in X. Let 0 # 0 and T : K & 0  K be condensing. Suppose that Tx{&x, for
all x # K & 0 and all &1. Then
i(T, K & 0, K )=1.
Lemma B. Let X be a Banach space and K a cone in X. For r>0, define
Kr=[x # K : &x&<r]. Assume that T : K r  K is a compact map such that
Tx{x for x # Kr . If &x&&Tx&, for x # Kr , then
i(T, Kr , K )=0.
We now state and prove our main result in this section.
Theorem 3.2. Assume (H1) and (H2). Then there exists a continuous
curve 1 separating R2+"[(0, 0)] into two disjoint subsets O1 and O2 such that
problem (SD) has at least two positive solution on O1 , at least one positive
solution on 1 and no solution on O2 .
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, it is enough to show the existence of the second
positive solution of (SD) for (*, +) # O1 . Let (*, +) # O1 . Let (*, +) # Lt0 and
(u*, v*) be a positive solution of (S) at 1(t0) =
q (**, +*) and let
u=*(t)=u*(t)+=, v=*(t)=v*(t)+=, where = is given in Lemma 3.7. Let
0=[(u, v) # X : &=<u(t)<u=*(t), &=<v(t)<v=*(t), t # [0, 1]], then 0 is
bounded open in X, 0 # 0 and T : K & 0  K is condensing, since it is
completely continuous. Let (u, v) # K & 0. Then there exists to # [0, 1]
such that either u(to)=u=*(to) or v(to)=v=*(to). Suppose that u(to)=
u=*(to). Then by (H1) and Lemma 3.7,
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A*(u, v)(to)=* |
1
0
K(to , s) h1(s) f (u(s), v(s)) ds
* |
1
0
K(to , s) h1(s) f (u=*(s), v=* (s)) ds
<u=*(to)=u(to)&u(to),
for all &1. Similarly, for the case v(to)=v=*(to), we can get B+(u, v)(to)<
&v(to), for all &1. Thus T*, +(u, v){&(u, v), for all (u, v) # K & 0 and all
&1 and by Lemma A,
i(T*, + , K & 0, K)=1.
Modifying (2) for *n=*, i.e., there exists Rf >0 such that
(5) f (u, v)’(u+v), for all u+vRf ,
where ’ satisfies *m’4 
34
14 h1(s) ds>1, let R=max[bR , 4Rf , &(u=*, v=*)&],
where bR is given in Lemma 3.2 with R a compact rectangle in
R2+"[(0, 0)] containing (*, +). Let KR=[(u, v) # K : &(u, v)&<R]. Then
(u, v){T*, +(u, v) for (u, v) # KR , by Lemma 3.1. Furthermore, if (u, v) #
KR , then
min
t # [14, 34]
(u(t)+v(t)) 14 &(u, v)&Rf .
Thus by (5), f (u(t), v(t))’(u(t)+v(t)), for all t # [14, 34] and
A*(u, v)(t)*m |
34
14
h1(s) f (u(s), v(s)) ds
*m’ |
34
14
h1(s)(u(s)+v(s)) ds

*m’
4 |
34
14
h1(s)&(u, v)& ds
>&(u, v)&.
Therefore &T*, +(u, v)&&A*(u, v)&>&(u, v)& and by Lemma B,
i(T*, + , KR , K)=0.
Consequently by the additivity of the fixed point index,
0=i(T*, + , KR , K)=i(T*, + , K & 0, K)+i(T*, + , KR "K & 0, K).
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Since i(T*, + , K & 0, K)=1, i(T*, + , KR"K & 0, K)=&1 and thus T*, +
has a fixed point on K & 0 and another on KR"K & 0, and this completes
the proof.
4. f (0, 0)=0, g(0, 0)=0 CASE
In this section, we prove the existence and multiplicity of positive solu-
tions for problem (SP),
(SP )
u"(t)+*h1(t) f (u(t), v(t))=0
v"(t)++h2(t) g(u(t), v(t))=0, 0<t<1
u(0)=0, u(1)=bu>0, v(0)=0, v(1)=bv>0.
Throughout this section, we assume hi # C([0, 1], R+0 ), i=1, 2 so that
hi>0 and f, g # C(R2+ , R
+) with f (0, 0)=0 and g(0, 0)=0. The main
existence theorem for problem (SP) will be described as follows and be
named Corollary 4.1 later.
Theorem. Assume
(H $1) f and g are increasing on R2+
(H2) f== g .
Then there exists a continuous curve 10 splitting R2+"[(0, 0)] into two dis-
joint subsets O0, 1 and O0, 2 such that problem (SP) has at least one positive
solution for (*, +) # O0, 1 _ 10 and no solution for (*, +) # O0, 2 .
Let us consider, for a while, the problem with more general boundary
condition,
(ST )
u"(t)+*h1(t) f (u(t), v(t))=0
v"(t)++h2(t) g(u(t), v(t))=0, 0<t<1
u(0)=a0, u(1)=b>a, v(0)=c0, v(1)=d>c.
We set up an operator equation for problem (ST). Define
A*(u, v)(t) =
q a+(b&a) t+* |
1
0
K(s, t) h1(s) f (u(s), v(s)) ds
B+(u, v)(t) =
q c+(d&c) t++ |
1
0
K(s, t) h2(s) g(u(s), v(s)) ds
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and
T*, +(u, v)(t) =
q (A*(u, v)(t), B+(u, v)(t)).
Then problem (ST) is equivalent to
(u, v)=T*, +(u, v) on X.
It is known that T*, + is completely continuous on X and T*, +(P)/K.
Lemma 4.1. Assume (H2) and let R be a compact subset of R2+"[(0, 0)].
Then there exists a constant bR>0 such that for all (*, +) # R and all
possible positive solutions (u, v) of (ST) at (*, +), one has
&(u, v)&<bR .
The proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 4.2. Assume (Q) and let (ST) have a positive solution at (* , + ).
Then the problem also has a positive solution at (*, +) for all (*, +)(* , + ).
If we use (:u , :v), as a lower solution, where :. , the straight lines
connecting (0, a) and (1, b), and (0, c) and (1, d ), respectively, for .=u or
v, then the proof can be done by similar way as in Lemma 3.2. Now let us
assume the following condition:
(C ) f (u, v)>0, g(u, v)>0 for all (u, v){(0, 0).
Lemma 4.3. Assume (Q) and (C). Then there exists (*
*
, +
*
)>(0, 0)
such that (ST) has a positive solution for all (*, +)(** , +*).
We notice that both Mf and Mg appeared in the proof of Lemma 3.3 are
positive by condition (C) and thus the proof is similar to that of Lemma
3.3 using the lower solution given above.
Define S=[(*, +) # R2+"[(0, 0)] : (ST) has a positive solution at (*, +)].
Then by Lemma 4.3, S{< and (S, ) is a partially ordered set. The
boundedness of S cannot be shown by an analogous way as in Lemma 3.4
because of the condition on f and g at (0, 0). Let us consider
(AT )
u"(t)+*f (u(t), v(t))=0,
v"(t)++g(u(t), v(t))=0,
u(0)=a, u(1)=b, v(0)=c, v(1)=d,
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where a, b, c, d are given in (ST). For _>0, define
F_= sup
c # [_, )
|
c
0
du
- F(c, 0)&F(u, 0)
,
G_= sup
c # [_, )
|
c
0
du
- G(0, c)&G(0, u)
,
where F(u, 0)=u0 f (s, 0) ds, G(0, u)=
u
0 g(0, s) ds.
Lemma 4.4. Assume (Q) and Fb , Gd<. Then the multiparameters
(*, +) at which problem (AT ) has a positive solution are bounded above by
(2F 2b , 2G
2
d).
Proof. Let (u, v) be a positive solution of (AT ) at (*, +). We notice by
the maximal principle, that u, v>0 on (0, 1) and concave. Thus u and v
attain their maximum at t0 and t $0 in [0, 1]. We denote them as u0 and v0 ,
respectively. Here we show the boundedness of *; the boundedness of + will
be obtained similarly. If t0 # (0, 1), multiplying 2u$ in (AT ) and integrating
from t0 to t, we get
u$2(t)=&2* |
t
t0
f (u(s), v(s))) u$(s) ds.
For tt0 , u$(t)0, thus using (Q), we get
u$2(t)=2* |
t0
t
f (u(s), v(s))) u$(s) ds
2* |
t0
t
f (u(s), 0) u$(s) ds
=2* [F(u0 , 0)&F(u(t), 0)].
Thus u$(t)- 2*[F(u0 , 0)&F(u(t), 0)]. Integrating on (0, t0),
t0|
u0
a
du
- 2*[F(u0 , 0)&F(u, 0)]
.
On the other hand, for tt0 , u$(t)0 and we get
1&t0|
u0
b
du
- 2*[F(u0 , 0)&F(u, 0)]
.
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Adding two equations,
- 2*=|
u0
a
du
- F(u0 , 0)&F(u, 0)
+|
u0
b
du
- F(u0 , 0)&F(u, 0)
2|
u0
0
du
- F(u0 , 0)&F(u, 0)
.
Since u0b, we get
*2F 2b .
If t0=1, then u$>0 on (0, 1) and by the first case of the above argument,
1=t0|
u0
a
du
- 2*[F(u0 , 0)&F(u, 0)]
,
- 2*=|
u0
0
du
- F(u0 , 0)&F(u, 0)
.
Thus
* 12 F
2
b .
We can get the same inequality for t0=0 and the proof is done.
Now we prove the boundedness of S; the set of multiparameters at
which problem (ST) has a positive solution.
Lemma 4.5. Assume (Q), (C) and let Fb , Gd<. Then (S, ) is bounded
above.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there exists a sequence (*n , +n) # S
such that |(*n , +n)|  . Considering a subsequence if necessary, we assume
*n  . The proof for the case +n   can be shown by an analogous way.
Let (un , vn) be a positive solution of (ST) at (*n , +n) and consider
(ATn)
y"(t)+*nh 1 f ( y(t), w(t))=0,
w"(t)++nh 2g( y(t), w(t))=0, t # (0, 1)
y(0)=a, y(1)=b, w(0)=c, w(1)=d,
where h i=mint # [0, 1] hi (t). Then (un , vn) is an upper solution and (:u , :v) is
a lower solution, where :. , the straight lines connecting (0, a) and (1, b), and
(0, c) and (1, d ), respectively, for .=u or v. Thus for each n, (ATn) has a
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positive solution. Since *n  , the above conclusion contradicts to Lemma
4.4 and the proof is done.
Lemma 4.6. Assume (Q), (C), (H2), and let Fb , Gd<. Then every non-
empty chain in S has a unique supremum in S.
The proof can be done by Lemmas 4.1, 4.5, and the same way as the proof
of Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 4.7. Assume (Q), (C), (H2), and let Fb , Gd<. Then there exists
s* # [+
*
, +u] such that (ST) has a positive solution at (0, s) for all 0<ss*,
and no solution at (0, s) for all s>s*. Similarly, there exists r* # [*
*
, *u] such
that (ST) has a positive solution at (r, 0) for all 0<rr*, and no solution at
(r, 0) for all r>r*.
The proof can be done by Lemmas 4.3, 4.6, and the same way as the proof
of Lemma 3.6. Now we have the first existence theorem for problem (ST).
Theorem 4.1. Assume (Q), (C), (H2), and let Fb , Gd<. Then there
exists a continuous curve 1 splitting R2+"[(0, 0)] into two disjoint subsets O1
and O2 such that problem (ST) has at least one positive solution for
(*, +) # O1 _ 1 and no solution for (*, +) # O2 .
The proof can be done by the same argument as the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 4.8. Assume (H $1) and (H2). Then for each _>0,
F_< and G_<.
Proof. Let _>0 be given and let
IF (_)=|
_
0
du
- F(c, 0)&F(u, 0)
, where F(u, 0)=|
u
0
f (s, 0) ds.
We first show that IF (_) is well-defined. Fix # # (0, _) and consider
IF(_)=|
#
0
du
- F(_, 0)&F(u, 0)
+|
_
#
du
- F(_, 0)&F(u, 0)
.
Since f is increasing, for u # [#, _], there exists ! # (u, _) such that
F(_, 0)&F(u, 0)= f (!, 0)(_&u) f (#, 0)(_&u),
|
_
#
du
- F(_, 0)&F(u, 0)

1
- f (#, 0) |
_
#
du
- _&u
2
- _
- f (#, 0)
.
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Thus
IF (_)’#+2
- _
- f(#, 0)
<,
where ’#=#0 (du- F(_, 0)&F(u, 0)) and this shows the well-definedness of
IF (_). Now for c>0,
IF (c)=|
c
0
du
- F(c, 0)&F(u, 0)
=|
1
0
dx
- (F(c, 0)&F(cx, 0))c2
, taking u=cx.
Since f is increasing,
F(c, 0)&F(cx, 0)
c2
=|
1
x
f (cs, 0)
c
ds
f (c, 0)
c
(1&x).
Thus
(6) IF (c) cf (c, 0) |
1
0
dx
- 1&x
=2  cf (c, 0) .
By the same calculation in showing the well-definedness of IF (_), we get
(7) IF (c)’_+2
- c
- f (_, 0)
<, for all c>_.
On the other hand, by (H2) we may assume that there exists Mc>0 such that
Mc   as c   and
f (cs, 0)
cs
Mc , for all s # [12, 1).
Thus we get
F(c, 0)&F(cx, 0)
c2
=|
1
x
f (cs, 0)
c
ds
Mc
2
(1&x2), for all x
1
2
,
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and
(8) IF (c)2 |
1
12
dx
- (F(c, 0)&F(cx, 0))c2

2 - 2
- Mc
|
1
12
dx
- 1&x2

- 2?
- Mc
,
for surfficiently large c. Therefore by (6)(8), we get
0<IF (c)<, for all c_ and lim
c  
IF (c)=0.
This shows F_<. We can show G_< by the same calculation and the
proof is complete.
It is interesting to notice by Lemma 4.8 that conditions (H $1) and (H2)
imply the conditions in Theorem 4.1 and we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1. Assume (H $1) and (H2). Then there exists a continuous
curve 1 splitting R2+"[(0, 0)] into two disjoint subsets O1 and O2 such that
problem (ST) has at least one positive solution for (*, +) # O1 _ 1 and no solution
for (*, +) # O2 .
Now, for the existence of the second positive solution, let us consider the
following problem for 0$<1.
(S$)
u"(t)+*h1(t) f (u(t), v(t))=0
v"(t)++h2(t) g(u(t), v(t))=0, 0<t<1
u(0)=$, u(1)=bu+$, v(0)=$, v(1)=bv+$.
Then we know by Theorem 4.1 that there exists a continuous curve 1$ split-
ting R2+"[(0, 0)] into two disjoint subsets O$, 1 and O$, 2 such that problem
(S$) has at least one positive solution for (*, +) # O$, 1 _ 1$ and
no solution for (*, +) # O$, 2 . Using upper and lower solution argument, we can
easily show that if 0<$ <$, then O$, 1 _ 1$ /O$ , 1 _ 1$ . Let O=
$>0(O$, 1 _ 1$), then O/O0, 1 . We do not know, at this point of time, if
O=O0, 1 and we have the following multiplicity theorem for problem (SP).
Theorem 4.2. Assume (H $1) and (H2). Then there exists a continuous curve
10 splitting R2+"[(0, 0)] into two disjoint subsets O0, 1 and O0, 2 and there exists
a subset O/O0, 1 such that problem (SP) has at least two positive solutions for
(*, +) # O, at least one positive solution for (*, +) # (O0, 1"O) _ 1 and no solution
for (*, +) # O0, 2 .
Proof. Let O=$>0(O$, 1 _ 1$). It is enough to prove that (SP) has a
second positive solution for (*, +) # O. Let (*, +) # O, then there exists $>0
such that (*, +) # O$, 1 _ 1$ , so let (u$ , v$) be a positive solution of (S$) at
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(*, +) and let 0=[(u, v) # X : &=<u(t)<u$(t), &=<v(t)<v$(t), t # [0, 1]].
Then 0 is bounded open in X, 0 # 0 and T*, + : K & 0  K is condensing.
Let (u, v) # K & 0. Then there exists t0 # [0, 1] such that either
u(t0)=u$(t0) or v(t0)=v$(t0). Suppose that u(t0)=u$(t0). Then by (H $1),
A*(u, v)(t0)=bu t0+* |
1
0
K(t0 , s) h1(s) f (u(s), v(s)) ds
<$+bu t0+* |
1
0
K(t0 , s) h1(s) f (u$(s), v$(s)) ds
=u$(t0)=u(t0)&u(t0),
for all &1. Similarly, for the case v(t0)=v$(t0), we can get B+(u, v)(t0)<
&v(t0), for all &1. Thus T*, +(u, v){&(u, v), for all (u, v) # K & 0 and all
&1 and by Lemma A,
i (T*, + , K & 0, K)=1.
The proof of the fact i (T*, + , KR , K)=0 is the same as in the proof of
Theorem 3.2, for R=max[bR , 4Rf , &(u$ , v$)&].
Consequently by the additivity of the fixed point index,
0=i (T*, + , KR , K)=i (T*, + , K & 0, K)+i (T*, + , KR "K & 0, K).
Since i (T*, + , K & 0, K)=1, i (T*, + , KR"K & 0, K)=&1 and thus T*, +
has a fixed point on K & 0 and another on KR "K & 0, and this
completes the proof.
We conclude this section describing the result for elliptic system (P).
Consider
(P)
(D)
(T )
qu+*k1( |x| ) f (u, v)=0
qv++k2( |x| ) g(u, v)=0 in 0
u=0=v on 0,
u=0=v on |x|=R1 ,
u=bu>0, v=bv>0 on |x|=R2 .
where *, + # R2+"[(0, 0)] and n3. We first state a series of assumptions,
(H ) ki # C([R1 , R2], R+) do not vanish identically on any subin-
terval of [R1 , R2].
(H $) ki # C([R1 , R2], R+0 ) so that ki>0 on [R1 , R2].
(H0) f, g # C(R2+ , R
+
0 ) so that f (0, 0)>0 and g(0, 0)>0.
(H $0) f, g # C(R2+ , R
+) with f (0, 0)=0 and g(0, 0)=0.
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(H1) f and g are nondecreasing on R2+ .
(H $1) f and g are increasing on R2+ .
(H2) f=
q lim(u, v)  
f (u, v)
u+v =, g=
q lim(u, v)  
g(u, v)
u+v =.
Corollary 4.2. Assume (H ), (H0), (H1), and (H2). Then there exists a
continuous curve 1 splitting R2+"[(0, 0)] into two disjoint subsets O1 and O2
such that problem (P), (D) has at least two positive radial solutions for
(*, +) # O1 , at least one positive radial solution for (*, +) # 1, and no positive
radial solution for (*, +) # O2 .
Corollary 4.3. Assume (H$), (H $0), (H $1), and (H2). Then there exists
a continuous curve 1 splitting R2+"[(0, 0)] into two disjoint subsets O1 and
O2 and there exists a subset O/O1 such that problem (P), (T ) has at least
two positive radial solutions for (*, +) # O, at least one positive radial solution
for (*, +) # (O1"O) _ 1, and no positive radial solution for (*, +) # O2 .
Remark. Corollary 4.3 is also valid for problem (P) with the following
two types of boundary conditions:
u=a>0, v=c>0 on |x|=R1 , u=b>0,
v=d>0 on |x|=R2 .
u=au>0, v=av>0 on |x|=R1 ,
u=0=v on |x|=R2 .
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